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Every non-reflexive subspace of K(H), the space of compact operators on a
Hilbert space H, contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c0 . This, along with
a result of Besbes, shows that a subspace of K(H) has the fixed point property if
and only if it is reflexive.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this note H will denote an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space. The space of compact operators on H is denoted by K(H). The
Banach space K(H) can be viewed as a non-commutative analogue of the
classical sequence space c0 and shares many of the properties possessed by
c0 . It is well known that every infinite dimensional subspace of c0 contains
a subspace isomorphic to c0 [4], and hence every infinite dimensional sub-
space of c0 is non-reflexive. Recently, Dowling et al. [7] have shown that
every infinite dimensional subspace of c0 contains an asymptotically
isometric copy of c0 . One consequence of this result is that every infinite
dimensional subspace of c0 fails the fixed point property for nonexpansive
self mappings on closed bounded convex non-empty subsets.
While K(H) does contain infinite dimensional reflexive subspaces, Holub
[9] and Friedman [8], have shown that every infinite dimensional non-
reflexive subspace of K(H) contains a subspace isomorphic to c0 . In this
note we prove that every infinite dimensional non-reflexive subspace of
K(H) contains an asmptotically isometric copy of c0 . Therefore, every
infinite dimensional non-reflexive subspace of K(H) fails the fixed point
property for nonexpansive self mappings on closed bounded convex non-
empty subsets. On the other hand, it follows from a result of Besbes [1]
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that every reflexive subspace of K(H) has the fixed point property. Thus
K(H) joins the growing list of Banach spaces whose subspaces have the
fixed point property if and only if they are reflexive.
2. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
We begin this section with the definitions of asymptotically isometric
copies of l1 and c0 . The reader is referred to the texts of Diestel [4] and
Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [11] for any unexplained notation.
Definition A [5]. A Banach space X is said to contain an asymptoti-
cally isometric copy of l1 if there exists a null sequence (=n)n in (0, 1) and
a sequence (xn)n in X so that
:
n
(1&=n)|tn |":n tnxn":n |tn |,
for all (tn)n # l1.
The closed linear span of (xn)n is called an asymptotically isometric copy
of l1 and we say that the sequence (xn)n spans an asymptotically isometric
copy of l1 in X.
Remark. The notion of a Banach space containing an asymptotically
isometric copy of l1 was introduced in [5] and was used to prove that the
non-reflexive subspaces of L1[0, 1] fail the fixed point property for non-
expansive mappings. This result complements Maurey’s celebrated theorem
which states that every reflexive subspace of L1[0, 1] has the fixed point
property for nonexpansive mappings [12].
Definition B [6]. A Banach space X is said to contain an asymptoti-
cally isometric copy of c0 if there exists a null sequence (=n)n in (0, 1) and
a sequence (xn)n in X so that
sup
n
(1&=n)|tn |":n tnxn"supn |tn | ,
for all (tn)n # c0 .
The closed linear span of (xn)n is called an asymptotically isometric copy
of c0 and we say that the sequence (xn)n spans an asymptotically isometric
copy of c0 in X.
The main result of this paper is Theorem 5. In order to prove this result
we need some preliminary results which may be of independent interest.
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We will use the notation K(l2) to denote the space of compact operators
on the Hilbert space l2. The dual space of K(l2) is the space of trace class
operators and we denote this space by C1 .
Proposition 1. If X is a non-reflexive subspace of K(l2), then there
exists sequences (xn)n in X, ( yn)n in K(l2) and ( fn)n a sequence of disjoint
finite projections in K(l2) such that
(i) ( yn)n spans an isometric copy of c0 ,
(ii) yn= fnyn fn , for all n # N,
(iii) &yn&xn &<2&n, for all n # N.
Proof. Let (ei) be the canonical orthonormal basis of l2. The elements
of K(l2) can be viewed as infinite matrices by defining
x(i, j)=(xei , ej) , where x # K(l2).
For each k # N, define Pk : K(l2)  K(l2) by
(Pkx)(i, j)={x(i, j)0
if 1i, jk
otherwise.
Note that for each k # N, Pk (K(l2)) is finite dimensional. We also define,
for each k # N, Ek : K(l2)  K(l2) by
(Ekx)(i, j)={x(i, j)0
if min(i, j)k
otherwise.
Let X be a non-reflexive subspace of K(l2). Then X contains a subspace
isomorphic to c0 [8, 9]. Let (wn)n be a sequence in X which is equivalent
to the unit vector basis of c0 and let Y denote the closed linear span of
(wn)n in X.
Fix x1 # Y with &x1&=1 and note that limk   (x1&Pk x1)=0. Let
m1=1 and choose m2>m1 so that &x1&Pm2 x1&<2
&2. Since Y is infinite
dimensional and Pm2 (Y) is finite dimensional, we can choose x2 # Y with
&x2&=1 and Pm2 (x2)=0. Choose m3>m2 so &x2&Pm3 x2&<2
&3. Con-
tinuing in this manner we inductively obtain a normalized sequence (xn)n
in Y and 1=m1<m2< } } } <mn< } } } such that
&xn&Pmn+1 xn&<2
&(n+1), (V)
and
Pmn xn=0. (VV)
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Because of condition (VV), it is easily seen that (xn)n is a weakly null
sequence. Hence by [2, Lemma 4], (xn)n has a subsequence equivalent
to the unit vector basis of l2 or c0 . However, since (xn)n Y and Y
is isomorphic to c0 , (xn)n cannot have a subsequence equivalent to the
unit vectors basis of l2. Thus (xn)n has a subsequence equivalent to the unit
vector basis of c0 and without loss of generality we assume that (xn)n is
equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0 .
Define x~ n=Pmn+1 xn=(Pmn+1&Pmn) xn . From (V) we have &xn&x~ n &<
2&(n+1) and so, by passing to subsequences if necessary, we can assume
that (x~ n)n is equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0 . It follows from the
proof of Lemma 4 in [2] that limn   &Ekx~ n&=0 for all k # N. Choose
n13 so that &E1x~ n1&<2
&4. Set t0=1 and t1=mn1+1 , where x~ n1=
(Pmn1+1&Pmn1) xn1 . Let z1=x~ n1&E1x~ n1 and y1=&z1&
&1 z1 . Then
2&4>&E1 x~ n1&=&x~ n1&z1&
&xn1&z1&&&xn1&x~ n1&
>|1&&z1&|&2(&n1+1)
|1&&z1&|&2&4,
and hence |1&&z1&|<2&3. Therefore,
&x~ n1& y1&=&x~ n1&&z1&
&1 z1&
&x~ n1&z1&+|1&&z1&|
<2&4+2&3<2&2.
Note that we also have Pt1 y1= y1 and Et0y1=0. Since limn  
&Et1 x~ n&=0, there exists n2>n1+1 so that &Et1 x~ n2&<2
&5. Let t2=mn2+1 ,
z2=x~ n2&Et1 x~ n2 and y2=&z2&
&1 z2 . Then, as with the previous calculation,
we get
&x~ n2& y2&<2
&3, Pt2 y2= y2 , and Et1y2=0.
Continuing in this manner, we produce a subsequence (x~ nk)k of (x~ n)n , a
sequence ( yk)k in K(l2) and a sequence (tk)k in N satisfying
&x~ nk& yk&<2
&k&1, yk=Ptk yk , Etk&1 yk=0, and &yk &=1.
Clearly ( yk)k spans an isometric copy of c0 . Also, if fk is the orthogonal
projection of l2 onto the closed linear span of [ej : tk&1< jtk], then
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( fk)k is a sequence of disjoint finite projections in K(l2) and satisfies
yk= fk yk fk for all k # N. Finally, for each k # N,
&xnk& yk&&xnk&x~ nk &+&x~ nk& yk&
2&k&1+2&k&1=2&k.
This completes the proof.
Proposition 2. If X is a non-reflexive subspace of K(l2), then there
exists sequences (zn)n in X, (an)n in C1 and (.n)n in K(l2) such that
(i) (.n)n spans an isometric copy of c0 ,
(ii) &zn&.n &<2&n, for all n # N,
(iii) &zn&=&an &=1 and
(zn , am)={10
if n=m
if n{m.
Proof. Let (xn)n and ( yn)n be as in Proposition 1. By [3, Lemma 2.3],
there exists a block basis (zn)n of (xn)n and functionals (an)n in C1 that form
a unit biorthogonal system; that is, &zn&=&an&=1 and
(zn , am)={10
if n=m
if n{m.
Thus there is a strictly increasing sequence of integers (mn)n=0 , with
m0=0, and scalars a (n)k where mn&1<kmn and n # N, so that
zn= :
mn
k=mn&1+1
a (n)k xk .
For each n # N, define
.n= :
mn
k=mn&1+1
a (n)k yk<" :
mn
k=mn&1+1
a (n)k yk".
Since (.n)n is a normalized block basis of ( yn)n and ( yn)n spans an
isometric copy of c0 , (.n)n spans an isometric copy of c0 .
To finish the proof we need to show that &zn&.n &<2&n for all n # N.
Define .~ n=mnk=mn&1+1 a
(n)
k yk and note that &.~ n&=supmn&1+1kmn |a
(n)
k |.
For each n # N
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&zn&.~ n&=" :
mn
k=mn&1+1
a (n)k (xk& yk)"
 :
mn
k=mn&1+1
|a (n)k |&xk& yk&
\ supmn&1+1kmn |a (n)k |+ :
mn
k=mn&1+1
2&k
&.~ n& 2&mn&1,
and
&zn&.n &=& &.~ n &&1 .~ n&zn &
&.~ n &&1 &.~ n&zn&+& &.~ n&&1 zn&zn &
2&mn&1+|&.~ n &&1&1|
=2&mn&1+&.~ n&&1 |1&&.~ n&|
2&mn&1+&.~ n&&1 &zn&.~ n &
2&mn&1+1.
Thus the proof is completed by taking subsequences, if necessary.
Remark. If ( fn)n is the sequence of disjoint finite projections con-
structed in Proposition 1, then (hn)n is also a sequence of disjoint finite
projections in K(l2), where hn=mnk=mn&1+1 fk . The .n , constructed in
Proposition 2, is a block of ( yn)n and by Proposition 1(ii) we see that
hn .nhn=.n for each n # N.
From Proposition 2, the sequence (an)n in C1 satisfies
(:) &an &=1 for each n # N,
(;) |(an , .n) |1&2&n for each n # N,
and since &.n&=1 and hn .nhn=.n , condition (;) implies
(#) &hnanhn&1&2&n for each n # N.
Lemma 3. Let (an)n in C1 be as in Proposition 2. Then (an)n spans an
asymptotically isometric copy of l1 in C1 .
Proof. Let (hn)n be as in the preceding Remark. Then by Proposi-
tion 2.2 of [10] we have
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1=&an &2&hnan hn &2+&(1&hn) an hn&2
+&hnan (1&hn)&2+&(1&hn) an (1&hn)&2
(1&2&n)2+&(1&hn) an hn&2
+&hnan (1&hn)&2+&(1&hn) an (1&hn)&2.
Hence
&(1&hn) anhn&2+&hnan (1&hn)&2+&(1&hn) an (1&hn)&2
1&(1&2&n)2=2&n+1&2&2n,
and so
&(1&hn) an hn&+&hnan (1&hn)&+&(1&hn) an (1&hn)&
- 3(2&n+1&2&2n).
Therefore
&an&hnanhn &&(1&hn) anhn&+&hnan (1&hn)&+&(1&hn) an (1&hn)&
- 3(2&n+1&2&2n).
For (tn)n # l1,
" :

n=1
tnan" :

n=1
|tn |&an&= :

n=1
|tn |,
and
" :

n=1
tnan"" :

n=1
tnhnanhn"&" :

n=1
tn(an&hnanhn)"
 :

n=1
|tn |&hnanhn&& :

n=1
|tn |&an&hn anhn &
 :

n=1
|tn |(1&2&n)& :

n=1
|tn |- 3(2&n+1&2&2n)
= :

n=1
(1&2&n&- 3(2&n+1&2&2n)) |tn |.
This shows that (an)n spans an asymptotically isometric copy of l1.
Lemma 4. Let Y be a Banach space and suppose that the sequences ( yn)n
in Y and ( yn*)n in Y* form a unit biorthogonal system. If ( yn*)n spans an
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asymptotically isometric copy of l1 in Y*, then ( yn)n spans an asymptotically
isometric copy of c0 in Y.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that ( yn)n is a basis for
Y. Let (:n)n be a finite sequence of scalars. Then
":n :n yn"=sup {} y* \:n :n yn+} : y* # span[ yn*: n # N] and &y*&=1= ,
where span[ yn*: n # N] is the closed linear span of [ yn*: n # N].
If y* # span[ yn*: n # N] with &y*&=1, then y* is of the form y*=
k=1 tk yk*. Since ( yn*)n spans an asymptotically isometric copy of l
1, there
is a null sequence (=n)n in (0, 1) so that
:

k=1
(1&=k)|tk | } :

k=1
tkyk*"=&y*&=1.
Hence
}y* \:n :nyn+}= }:n :n tn }
= }:n
:n
1&=n
(1&=n) tn }
=sup
n
|:n |
1&=n
} :
n
(1&=n)|tn |
sup
n
|:n |
1&=n
.
Hence &n :n yn&supn (1(1&=n))|:n |. Also, for every k # N,
":n :n yn" }yk* \:n :n yn+}=|:k |,
and thus
":n :n yn"supn |:n |.
This completes the proof.
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Theorem 5. Let H be a Hilbert space and let X be a non-reflexive sub-
space of K(H). Then X contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c0 .
Proof. We first assume that H is separable. Then K(H) is isometric to
K(l2). Let X be a non-reflexive subspace of K(l2). By Proposition 2, there
is a sequence (zn)n in X and a sequence (an)n in C1 that form a unit
biorthogonal system. By Lemma 3, (an)n spans an asymptotically isometric
copy l1 in C1 . Hence by Lemma 4, (zn)n spans an asymptotically isometric
copy of c0 in X.
Now we assume that H is a non-separable Hilbert space and let X be a
non-reflexive subspace of K(H). Then X contains a subspace Y which is
isomorphic to c0 [8, 9]. Since Y is separable, choose a countable dense set
( yn)n in Y. For each n # N, choose a sequence (a (k)n )k in the unit ball of H
such that
&yn&= lim
k  
( yn (a (k)n ), yn (a
(k)
n ))
12.
Set H0=span[a (k)n : k, n # N], the closed linear span of [a
(k)
n : k, n # N].
Then H0 is a separable Hilbert space and if we let j0 : H0  H be the
natural inclusion mapping and ?0 : H  H0 be the natural projection map-
ping, then the mapping J: K(H)  K(H0) defined by J(x)=?0 xj0 for each
x # K(H), satisfies &J( y)&=&?0yj0&=&y& for all y # Y. Thus Y and J(Y)
are isometric and since Y is a non-reflexive subspace of K(H), J(Y) is a
non-reflexive subspace of K(H0). By the first part of the proof J(Y) con-
tains an asymptotically isometric copy of c0 and hence Y, and therefore X
also, contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c0 . This complete the
proof.
Corollary 6. Let H be a Hilbert space and let X be a subspace of
K(H). Then X has the fixed point property if and only if X is reflexive.
Proof. If X is a non-reflexive subspace of K(H), then X contains an
asymptotically isometric copy of c0 by Theorem 5. Hence by [6], X fails
the fixed point property.
If X is a reflexive subspace of K(H), then X has the fixed point property
if and only if all its separable subspaces have the fixed point property.
Hence we may assume that X is separable. Therefore we may also assume
that H is separable, and so without loss of generality we may assume that
X is a reflexive subspace of K(l2). By a result of Besbes [1], K(l2) has the
weak fixed point property. Consequently, all the reflexive subspace of
K(l2), and in particular X, have the fixed pont property.
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